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Fifty Shades Of Black And Blue: Part
2

In Part 2 of this hilarious bestselling parody, Annabelle Stilletto from Jersey City, New Jersey
reunites with her dream guy, the rich and handsome Vinnie Griso, the heir to the Vinnie's Auto Parts
empire. After a magical evening with Vinnie at Trump Taj Mahal, where she actually meets The
Donald Trump, Annabelle learns the dark secrets of Vinnie's past and the reasons for his strange
obsessions. While Annabelle is overjoyed to be back together with Vinnie, she is frightened by his
dark past and the mysterious stranger who seems to be stalking her. When Vinnie invites her to his
thirtieth birthday party at his mansion - and sends her on a shopping spree to buy a beautiful outfit
for the party - she wonders if she and Vinnie are truly destined to be together. Or will she end up
abandoned and "Fifty Shades of Black and Blue." Hilarious, erotic and nice, not-so-clean fun, Fifty
Shades of Black and Blue is the bestselling parody everyone is talking about.
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I was not impressed with the "roughness" of this book. It's title, however, does reflect on the style
that this story is written in, but after reading the real "Fifty Shades of Grey," I found this to be very
tacky, in fact, I had a difficult time even staying interested in reading it.

the book was almost like fifty shade of gray a little different but not all the way. It could have more
stuff like sex to it then you put in it but I will give you credit for what you did put in it.I need more.It
was great read

Very disappointing after the Original - It felt like the dumpster version - I was so confused right off

the bat - It was as if someone entered the character profiles of the original book with a filter set to
find the polar opposites. For absolutely no reason - there was no correlation - sequel, "Change her
mind" ending? I would have been happier to find a book of nothing but reviews! At least I wouldn't
feel cheated - which I did. It was so unrealistic to begin with a 12 year old would have a hard time
dumbing down to read this one...(and "NO!" I am not suggesting it is appropriate reading for a 12
year old!!! The polar opposite is true on that one!)

Very funny and laughable!!! Had me rolling on the floor!! If you want to laugh it's an extra good
read!!

I wasted my money. I completed both books. I waited for the funny parts...there were none. All the
characters sounded very childish. If there is a third I will not be purchasing it.

Blah, blah, blah is all I could get. Very disappointed. While this is touted as a parody, it should be
touted as just boring.

It was fun! I like light reading material which one enjoyed without any thinking just the story & being
entertained

This book is a waste of time and money hated everything about it. It tried to make jercy shore
classy. And it faled
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